french doors

“You’ll fall in love with Rockdoor French Doors”

Why Rockdoor?
The Rockdoor name is synonymous with quality throughout the UK
for manufacturing high performance front doors, back doors, double
doors and stable doors since 1996. Each ‘British Made’ Rockdoor
leaving our high tech facility features a benchmark for style, security
and quality which is unsurpassed in the industry.
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Rockdoor French Doors are no different. They feature the same levels of
unparalleled strength and security you would expect from Rockdoor,
with a subtle sleek style that blends old with new.
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A New Opening
Having made tens of thousands of homeowners safe and secure we felt
the time was right to raise the bar and extend the skills, innovation
and knowledge we have gained from manufacturing traditional doors,
into making the best French Doors available.
Many years have been invested into research and development for
French Doors, to ensure we were entirely confident in our product. You
can rest assured the founding principles that have made Rockdoor so
successful in residential doors, are present in French Doors.
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A Fresh Approach
Standard pvc-u French Doors have been chosen by thousands of
homeowners across the UK for many years now, based on aesthetics
and functionality. But choosing French Doors on these factors alone
have left many homeowners exposed and vulnerable, due to old
design flaws.
The industry has known about this quandary for many years, but no
one had a solution that could combine aesthetics and functionality,
with strength and security as its backbone - until now.
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Rockdoor French Doors are Secured by Design as standard.

Many French Doors and Sliding Patio Doors can be forced open
using standard tools such as chisels and crowbars, even garden
spades in the wrong hands are commonly used to force open
Sliding Doors by lifting them off their tracks. Rockdoor French
Doors have been designed to ensure you don’t have to worry
about any of the above.
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Exceptional Performance
Similar to performance cars its not just about their looks, it’s just
as important to the driver in terms of what goes on underneath the
bonnet that sets them apart. Rockdoor French Doors are no different.
On the surface you get sleek clean looks, stylish mouldings, a choice of
colours including realistic wood effects and a selection of handles.
On the inside is where it gets clever. Each door features full aluminium
reinforcement to the outer and inner frame to provide solid fixings
for all locking components. High density, high performance insulating
foam is injected into the door and frame to provide excellent thermal
efficiency properties, and to provide a sense of satisfaction when
opening or closing the doors. See the testing for yourself, visit
www.rockdoor.com/making-of-french-doors

Reassuringly Secure
The need to prevent unauthorised entry through Rockdoor French
Doors was a key principle in the design stages. Although our French
Doors carry independent security accreditations including Secured
by Design and PAS 23 and PAS 24, we still wouldn’t release it to the
market until it had passed our own stringent testing criteria. After all,
our name depends on the quality of our doors.
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Unparalleled Security
Rockdoor’s master door is fitted with reinforced multi point hook locks
that engage into aluminium reinforcing in the slave door. The slave
door also features concealed shoot bolts at the top and bottom, which
securely fasten into the outerframe reinforcement for the ultimate in
protection.
Rockdoor French Doors also feature state of the art butt hinges which
have been routered into the inner frame for extra strength, rigidity
and security. Additional hinge bolts and grub screws are also applied
to prevent the door from being prised apart or lifted off the hinges for
outward opening doors.

U-Value
A revolutionary and innovative centre seal, designed exclusively by
Rockdoor, ensures the doors keep out all the elements whilst providing
excellent thermal efficiency. This allows Rockdoor French Doors to
achieve an extremely low U-Value which complies with Document L of
the building regulations (England & Wales) October 2010.
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White

Onyx Black

Cream

Rosewood

Light Oak

Sapphire Blue

Ruby Red

Emerald Green

Anthracite Grey

Colour, inside & out

Heat Shield technology

Rockdoors are available in 9 different colours as shown above.
Rosewood & Light Oak are available in matching outer frames (as
shown) or white. As Rockdoor French Doors are ‘made to measure’,
not ‘cut to size’, all colours shown are available inside & out. Before
you decide on your colour, please check a colour swatch before
proceeding.

Rockdoor French Doors are protected by the revolutionary Heat Shield
technology, which prevents coloured or woodgrain effect doors from
absorbing heat. Heat Shield reflects all of the NIR rays of the sun
helping to keep the surface temperature to a minimum. This means
your door will perform perfectly no matter what the weather.
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Threshold
Choose your French Door threshold from the 3 options below. Rockdoor recommend a PVC-U threshold where
possible. Low aluminium thresholds are suitable for wheelchair and pram access.

1. Low Aluminium Threshold
(Document L compliant)

2. Slim PVC-U Threshold

3. Full PVC-U Threshold

Locks
Option 1, Secured by Design specification lock option includes 2 lever handles & 2 hooks as standard.
Option 2, The ‘Vault’ (only available with stainless steel handles) is a keyless door which cannot be locked or unlocked
from the outside of the property. A thumbturn is provided to lock the door from the inside. For more information
please visit www.rockdoor.com/vault-door . The Vault is also Secured by Design as standard.

Handles
Recommended Handles

Standard Handles

Polished Chrome

Polished Gold

Stainless Steel

The making of French Doors
For an interesting ‘behind the scenes’ look at the making of French
Doors from design and photography through to installation, please
visit the web address below.

Let the revolution begin, visit

www.rockdoor.com/making-of-french-doors
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Partnership Way
Shadsworth Business Park
Blackburn
Lancashire
BB1 2QP

Sales: 01254 662 999
Email: info@rockdoor.com
Web: www.rockdoor.com

ISO 9001:2000 Quality Assured standards are set within Rockdoor to
operate to agreed procedures, processes and improvements.
All photographs, colours and images are to be considered as representative of the
actual product. We reserve the right to change patterns, specifications, sizes and
colours without prior notice. All images are copyright to Rockdoor Ltd. Aug 2010

